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gun

rope

lava

volcano

Vocabulary: Match the word to the picture.
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rope

lava

volcano

Vocabulary: Match the word to the picture.

watera compassrope

2. We went deep into the volcano.   
But after three days, we stopped.   
“We need _________________________,” I said.

gunropebook

1. We used a _________________________ to go down.
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1. Hans went down first.   
I went last.   
The _________________________ of the tunnel were beautiful!

2. Soon we came to the _________________________.

3. _________________________ said that we should go east.

4. We walked for _________________________ days.   
Then the tunnel ended.

lava

volcano

The book

five

walls

bottom

Uncle

ten

guns

rope

Hans

three
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volcano

Vocabulary: Match the word to the picture.

lava

tools

rope

gun

5. We had gone the wrong way!   
And now our _________________________ was almost gone.

water rope lava
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My uncle took out the long rope.  Hans went down first,  

_________________________ my uncle.  I went _________________________.   

The walls of the ___________________________________ were beautiful!   

Soon we _________________________ to another tunnel.  “Which _______________ 

should we go?” I ___________________________________.  

“This way,” said Uncle ___________________________________ pointing to the 

east.  ______________________________ three days, we reached _______________ 

end of that tunnel.  

“____________________” said my uncle, “we went the wrong way.”

after           them           then first           last           late

tunnel                house                turning

Before           After           Almost then      the      his

Well         Girls         Will

thought                asked                aren’t

could           called           came day      way      why

Hardest                Hans                Hardwigg
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_____  scientist 

_____  secret 

_____  tunnel

_____  volcano

_____  erupt

_____  compass

_____  east

_____  center

_____  lava 

_____  rifle

1. a mountain that is made when lava pours  
    out of the earth

2. a tool that shows directions like north, south, east,  
    and west

3. a person who studies things in nature

4. hot, melted rock from a volcano

5. a gun that is used for hunting

6. the middle of something

7. something that only a few people know about

8. a long hole through a hill or mountain

9. A cloud of steam is coming from the volcano.  
    The volcano is going to _________________________!

10. The sun rises in the _________________________.

Vocabulary: Match the word and the definition.
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My uncle took out the long rope.  He hooked the _________________________  

of it over a _______________________ so that the ends _________________  

200 feet down into the _________________________.  Hans went down first, 

_______________ uncle followed, and I _______________________ last.   

It took us _______________ hours to reach the _________________________.

By now, it was ______________________________, so we decided  

to _________________ for the night.  The _________________ morning we continued  

our _________________________ through a tunnel.

The _________________ had flowed through the _________________________ 

during the volcano’s last ______________________________, and the lava had left  

a thick, shiny coating on the walls.  Beautiful crystals sparkled like diamonds.

rock         tunnel         rope met      week      went

mitten          inside          middle

volcano          put          pit

walk      camp      came next      neck      same

run          journey          jungle

water          bottle          bottom

river      lake      lava cave          tunnel          table

rain           earphone           eruption

tan      ten      two

his      my      may went         stayed         were

evening           envelope           morning
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_____  professor

_____  guide 

_____  refill

_____  pit

_____  erupt

_____  compass 

_____  east

_____  diamond

_____  lava 

_____  rifle

_____  crater

_____  ancient

1. very old

2. a tool that shows directions like north, south, east,  
and west

3. a large hole in the ground caused by an explosion

4. hot, melted rock from a volcano

5. a gun used for hunting

6. A hard, bright, clear stone.  
    Mom has a _________________________ ring.

7. a large hole that is dug in the ground

8. a teacher in a college

9. A cloud of steam is coming from the volcano.   
    The volcano is going to _________________________!

10. The sun rises in the _________________________.

11. fill something up again after it is empty

12. someone who shows you the right way to go

Vocabulary: Match the word and the definition.
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